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Abstract

The realisation of optical buried waveguides fabricated from porous silicon layers is
presented. The refractive index of porous silicon layer varies according to its porosity and its
oxidisation process conditions. So either step or graded index waveguides are achieved. These
waveguides are formed by a localised anodisation of heavily doped P-type silicon wafers.
Measurements at a wavelength of l.ôum yield waveguide losses below 4 dB/cm.

Introduction

Photonic integrated circuits on silicon require waveguiding through a material compatible
with silicon integrated circuit technology. Porous silicon (PS), whose refractive index varies
according to its porosity [1], is a good candidate for use in optical interconnect technology.
Many results on the optical properties of oxidised or unoxidised porous silicon have been
reported and optical waveguides have been fabricated and characterised [2-3-4].
In this paper, the fabrication of different optical waveguides from PS layers is reported.
Buried waveguides are realised using a simple photolithographic process. The lowest porosity
layer, the waveguiding medium, is formed on top of a cladding porous layer. To consider the
propagation of light within an optical waveguide it is necessary to take the refractive index of
the medium into account. So this refractive index i.e. the porosity of the waveguiding layer
has to be perfectly controlled. The refractive index of waveguiding layer is modulated illorder
to modify the propagation zone. The shape of the propagation zone and the optical loss
measurements for these different waveguides are described below.

Sample processing and experimental arrangement

Buried waveguides were fabricated by the localised anodisation of heavily doped (0.007
n.cm) p-type (lOO)-oriented silicon wafers to form PS using an electrolyte composition of
HF:H20:ethanol (2:5:1). The mask consisted in two-layers of Si02 and amorphous silicon
(100 of and 400 nm thickness respectively). Windows apertures were opened by
photolitographic patterning and reactive ion etching. The layers of different porosities (i.e.
different refractive indexes) were formed by abruptly changing the anodisation current to
provide the waveguide structure. Refractive indexes of PS layers were modulated by varying
the current intensity step by step. The time of each step lasted 70 s. The thickness of the
waveguiding and cladding layers was controlled by the anodisation time and was equal to 10
urn. Some of the prepared structures were oxidised at 800DC during 30 minutes in dry O2
following a preoxidisation step at 300DC for one hour. The characteristics of different
waveguides are summarised in table 1.
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Optical waveguide properties were determined by loss measurements and by the near field
guided mode profiles at À=1.3~m. Transmission loss in the waveguide is isolated from the
coupling loss by the cut-back technique. In our experiments we used a waveguide test bench.
The cleaved waveguide under observation is illuminated by light from a semiconductor laser
(À=1.3~m) with the use of a microlensed fiber. Injection is optimised by monitoring the
output signal of the guide with an IR camera. Then the light is collected at the output of the
cleaved waveguide with x40-microscope objective and measured using a photodiode.

Table 1
Experimental characteristics of samples.

Iw and Ie are the applied current intensities used respectively to form
the waveguiding layer and the cladding layer.

sample
I

Iw
I

le Ioxidation
I
refractive index of I optical losses
waveguiding layer (dB/cm)

A Constant constant no Increasing index 22
B Constant constant yes Increasing index 3.75
C Increasing increasing yes Constant index 9
D Increasing constant yes Decreasing index 7

Results and discussion

Buried waveguide structures are fabricated utilising porous silicon multilayers. Indeed, the
refractive index of PS decreases with increasing porosity. Moreover, the porosity increases
with increasing current density for a given HF concentration [5]. So, by switching between
high and low current densities during the anodisation process, layers of high and low
porosities (low and high refractive indexes respectively) can be obtained.
The geometry of the waveguides resembles that of a half cylinder (figure 1). A flat bottom is
also observed and its size is dependent on the aperture mask. The thickness of each of the two
layers constituting the waveguides is fixed by the anodisation time.
Two types of buried waveguides were fabricated in order to modify the propagation zone of
light. The first type (samples A as-anodised and B oxidised) was realised with two-PS-Iayers
by applying two constant current intensities. Nevertheless, the surface in contact with the
electrolyte was not constant during the anodisation process and increased so that the density
of current decreased as the porosity decreased. This resulted in an increase in the refractive
index as illustrated in figure 2. In this case, the induced radial porosity gradient involves an
opposite radial variation of waveguiding layer refractive index. Thus, its highest value is near
the waveguiding layer/cladding layer interface.

Volume expansion
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waveguiding
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Figure 1 : Porous silicon buried waveguide, a) as anodised (sample A) and b) after oxidation (sample B).
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Figure 2 : a) Schematic representation of applied current intensity and refractive Index (samples Aand B); b)
Near field profile for sample B.

Since the light will only propagate in the medium that has the highest refractive index, the
propagation region will be near that of the interface. These waveguides have a non
controled graded refractive index. Figure 2b illustrates the near field mode profiles of
sample B. These experiments confirm the suspected variations in the refractive indexes
with anodisation current and the localisation of the propagation region of light within the
waveguide. A "flattened U" shape is obtained. The propagation zone is near the
wageguiding/cladding interface.

The second type of sample, a step index buried waveguide (sample C), was realised by
increasing the applied current intensity during the anodisation. Thus the current density is
kept constant for each of the two layers of the waveguide as shown in figure 3a. A
homogeneous near field profile is obtained inside the waveguiding layer (figure 3b).
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Figure 3 : a) Schematic representation of applied current intensity and refractive Index (sample C); b) Near field
profile for sample C.

The last type (sample D) is an intentionally graded index waveguide. The current density was
kept relatively low at the initial time of PS formation and then increased as the PS grew. The
increasing current density meant an increase in the porosity and so a decrease in the refractive
index. The waveguiding layer index nïr) decreases with the radial distance from a maximum
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value of n, at the air/waveguiding layer interface to reach a constant value n2 at the
waveguiding layer/cladding layer interface. The propagation region is suspected to be near the
air/waveguiding interface.
The measured optical losses (table 1) for the oxidised PS waveguides range from 3.75 dB/cm
to 9dB/cm which are much lower than that measured for unoxidised ones (22 dB/cm). In fact,
the PS absorption coefficient is more important than that of the oxidised PS. Nevertheless,
this does not account for this important loss difference between oxidised and unoxidised PS
waveguides.
For the sample A, the propagation region is near the waveguiding/cladding interface and the
optical losses are principally due to the roughness of this interface. The most important losses
of Band C samples would be due to the appearance of interfaces (figure 1-b) during the
formation of graded or step indexes by varying the current intensity. To reduce these losses a
ramp of current intensity should be applied with a shorter time in order to reduce the effects of
these interfaces with regard to the light wavelength.

Conclusion

The refractive index modulation is demonstrated. Step and graded index waveguides are
achieved. The propagation zone varies from air/waveguiding layer interface up to
waveguiding layer/cladding layer interface. Optical losses remain important but the major loss
mechanism is scattering due to the macro-roughness at different interfaces. Itmay possible to
minimise these losses by better controlling the applied intensity current with a shorter time.
Lastly, a better understanding of the PS oxidation process also leads to a reduction in optical
losses.
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